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Any person aggrieved by this Order-in-Appeal may file an appeal to the appropriate authority in the
following way.

National Bench or Regional Bench of Appellate Tribunal framed under GST Act/CGST Act in the cases
where one of the issues involved relates to place of supply as per Section 109(5) of CGST Act, 2017.

(iii)

State Bench or Area Bench of Appellate Tribunal framed under GST Act/CGST Act other than as
mentioned in para- (A)(i) above in terms of Section 109(7) of CGST Act, 2017

Appeal to the Appellate Tribunal shall be filed as prescribed under Rule 110 of CGST Rules, 2017 and
snail be accompanied with a fee of Rs. Orie Thousand for every Rs. One Lakh of Tax or Input Tax Credit
involved or the difference in Tax or Input Tax Credit involved or the amount of fine, fee or penalty
determined in the order appealed against, subject to a maximum of Rs. Twenty-Five Thousand.

(B) Appeal under Section 112(1) of CGST Act, 2017 to Appellate Tribunal shall be filed along with relevant
documents either electronically or as may be notified by the Registrar, Appellate Tribunal in FORM GST
APL-OS, on common portal as prescribed under Rule 110 ofCGST Rules, 2017, and shall be accompanied
by a copy of the order appealed against within seven days of filing FORM GST APL-05 online.

The Central Goods & Service Tax ( Ninth Removal of Difficulties) Order, 2019 dated 03.12.2019 has
provided that the appeal to tribunal can be made within three months from the date of communication
of Order or date on which the President or the State President, as the case may be, of the Appellate
Tribunal enters office, whichever is later.

Appeal to be filed before Appellate Tribunal under Section 112(8) of the CGSTAct, 2017 after paying-
(i) Full amount of Tax, Interest, Fine, Fee and Penalty arising from the impugned order, as is

admitted/accepted by the appellant, and
(ii) A sum equal to twenty five per cent of the remaining . amount of Tax in dispute, in

addition to the amount paid under Section 107(6) of CGST Act, 2017, arising from the said order,
in relation to which the appeal has been filed.
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For elaborate, detailed and latest filing of appeal to the appellate authority, the
appellant may refer to the websit
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ORDER IN APPEAL

M/s. U Square Lifescience Private Limited, A 1101-03,
Solitaire Corporate Park, Beside Divya Bhaskar Press, S. G. Highway,

Sarkhej, Ahmedabad 380 051 (hereinafter referred to as 'the appellant') has

filed the present appeal on dated 07.03.2022 against Order
No.ZW2402220241593 dated 21.02.2022 (hereinafter referred to as 'the

impugned order') passed by the Assistant Commissioner, CGST, Division 
VIII (Vejalpur), Ahmedabad South (hereinafter referred to as 'the

adjudicating authority').

2. Briefly stated the fact of the case is that the appellant registered
under GSTIN24AAACU8986A1Z9 has filed refund claim for Rs.60,86,797/- on
06.01.2022 for refund of ITC on account of export of goods & services
without payment of tax for the period of August 2021 to October 2021. The
appellant was issued show cause notice Ref No. ZV2402220046193 dated

09.02.2022 proposing rejection of refund to the extent of Rs.5,37,009/- on
the following reasons :

As per Para 47 of Circular No.125/44/2019-GST dated 18.09.2019 
"During the processing of the refund claim, the value of the goods
declared in the GST invoice and the value in the corresponding shipping
bill I bill of export should be examined and the lower of the two values
should be taken into account while calculating the eligible amount of
refund"

On verification of the refund claim it has been observed that the tax
payer has taken the value of zero rated turnover as the value of
invoices (Rs.9,36,32,417/-) instead of lower of the two values between
shipping bill value as per ICEGATE Rs.8,51,10,727/- and invoice value
i.e. Rs.9,36,32,417/-. Further, the taxpayer has taken adjusted
turnover of Rs.9,36,32,417/- instead of Rs.9,36,35,116/- as per GSTR
3Bfor the relevant period Aug. 2021 to Oct. 2021.

Now the revised calculation for maximum refund is as under :
Turnover of zero Adjusted Net Input Maximum refund
rated supply of total Tax Credit amount to be
goods and services turnover (3) claimed (4)

(1) (2) I13)/2l
85110727 93635116 6105635 55,49,788/

The refund amount as calculated above comes to Rs.55,49,788/- but
the taxpayer has claimed Rs.60,86,797/-. Hence the tax payer has
claimed Rs.5,37,009/-in excess.

Thereafter, on the basis of charges raised in th

adjudicating authority vide impugned order sanctioned
Rs.55,49,788/- and rejected refund of Rs.5,37,009/-.
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3. Being aggrieved the appellant filed the present appeal on
07.03.2022 on the following grounds :

- The impugned order confirming rejection on the ground that FOB value is to

be considered as zero rated turnover and that too only in numerator,
ignoring the provisions of Section 15 of CGST Act and Rules made
thereunder and Board Circulars and· without reference to any of the
provisions of Law is void-ab-initio and liable to be set aside;

- That the impugned order was passed without providing opportunity of
being heard and withoutfollowing the principles of natural justice ;

- In terms of Section 15 of CGSTAct read with Section 7 of CGSTAct, 2017

they had rightly considered transaction value mentioned in the invoice for

computation of refund under Rule 89 of CGSTRules;
- That as per Circular No.37/11/2018-GST dated 15-3-2018 and Circular

No. 125/44/2019-GST dated 18-11-2019 in case of zero rated supplies the

value of supply shall be invoice value which is governed under Section 15
of CGST Act 2017 ; as per Section 15 (2) of GST Act 201 7 incidental
expenses before delivery of goods shall form part of value of such supply;
as per Section 2 (30) of CGST Act, 2017 supply of goods on CIF basis

where the freight and insurance are also arranged by the exporter is

considered as composite supply of goods and services. The appellant has

also referred to FAQ 16 of Commissioner of Customs, Export, Chennai IV

Public Notice No.8/2018 dated 23-2-2018 ; that the adjudicating authority
has made fatal attempt to restrict the refund claim by drawing absurd
interpretation of the Circular and restricting the value of zero rated supply
to FOB value, which is nowhere mentioned in the Circular also. Thus it is
amply clear that there is no provision in the Law requiring the exporter to

I

restrict the value of zero rated supply under Rule 89 of CGST Rules to FOB
value ignoring the provisions of Section 15 of CGST Act. Accordingly they
had rightly considered the transaction value for computing refund under
Rule 89 of CGST Rules and impugned order confirming the rejection of

I

refund is liable to be set aside.
- That SCN for disallowing refund claim on the same ground has been

'·
issued to them for the month of December• 2020 but the sanetioning
authority has allowed refund to them based on legal and factual
submission made by them; that the Department cannot blow hot and cold

simultaneously by ·accepting their submission for refund claim for one

erod and disallowing refund for subsequent period ; The4 T%.%$£99.##
decision of Hon'be Tribunal in the case ofM/s.Sun Polytron a?'t st
vs CCE, Vapi (2009 238)ELT 380 T). Referring to vario 'Sees f

l I~ -- lHon'b e Supreme Court the appellant contended that when th •. at nt
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has not challenged the OIO in their own case on the same issue, it could
not now argue against the OIO.

- That the method of computation of refund under SCN is incorrect and
refund was rejected without considering the formula given under Rule 89

of COST Rules, 2017 ; that the impugned Order has not appreciated the
submissions made by them and provisions of Section 15 and has

con.firmed the computation of value of zero rated supply which has been

arrived on the basis of FOB value declared in the shipping bills and not
appreciated para 4 of CBIC Circular NO.147/03/2021-GST dated

12.03.2021 as per which the value of zero rated supply to be considered in
numerator and denominator as mentioned in theformulaprescribed under
Rule 89 (4) should be same and there cannot be different criteria for
computing numerator and denominator and value of export/zero rated
supply of goods to be included while calculating adjusted total turnover'

will be same as being determined as per the amended definition of
'turnover of zero rated supply of goods in the said sub rule; the impugned
OIO is conspicuously silent on this and has not even made an attempt to
provide the reason for not considering the adjusted turnover as per

clarification provided in the above Circular and has simply rejected the

refund claim ; that they fail to understand as to why the adjudicating
authority has decided to consider FOB value in numerator for computing
refund and why value of zero rated supply is arrived at on the basis of
values reported in GST returns ; that the provisions of Law is same and
cannot change for computing numerator and denominator for the same
refund claim ; that refund amount computed for rejection in SCN is void
and impugned order con.firming rejection of refund is liable to be quashed.

- That the refund claimed is almost within limit even if refund is computed
considering FOB value. The refund amount computed considering the
transaction value reported in GSTR1 and GSTR3B as per Statement 3 and
Statement 3A is Rs.60,98,987/- where refund claimed by the claimant is
Rs.60,86,797/-; that their export turnover is more than 99.5% and thus
the change in numerator and denominator (from CIF to FOB) would not
have any impact on refund as the ratio would remain the same ; that even
if refund amount is computed considering the above referred Circulars, the
same under no circumstance can be reduced and rejected as being
proposed under the SCN and con.firmed vide impugned OIO.

- That the impugned order has considered the sum total of amount reported

in GSTR 3B without appreciating the fact that the turnover considered by
the Appellant is as reported in GSTR-1 due to restriction on
wherein amount to be reported in table 3.1 should be equal to
amount reported in Table 3.2; that net sales are reporte

3
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wherein negative figures,can also bereported whereas GSTN portal has
t •

put fallowing restriction in GSTR 3B:

o Negative figures cannot be reported in GSTR 3B; and
o Amount reported in Table 3.1 of GSTR 3B should be more than or

equal to amount reported in Table 3.2 of GSTR 3B.
- In view of above, whenever negative figures are reported in GSTR-1 on

account of sales return the same cannot be reported in GSTR 3B and the

difference on this account is adjusted in subsequent tax periods. Adjusted
turnover does not include excess amount reflecting in GSTR 3B on account
of restriction on GSTN Portal. The appellant has produced the details in

tabular form and submitted that Rs.2700/- appearing in GSTR 3B in

excess of turnover reported in GSTR 1 cannot be added to adjusted

turnover as the same cannot be reported in GSTR 3B on account of

restriction on GSTNportal;
- That vide Circular No. 26/26/201-GST dated 29.12.2017 at para 4 it has

been clarified that while making adjustment in the output tax liability or
input tax credit, there can be no negative entries in the FORM GSTR 3B.

The amount remaining for adjustment, if any, may be adjusted in the

return(s) in FORM GSTR 3B of subsequent month(s) and, in cases where

such adjustment is not feasible, refund may be claimed. Therefore, it is

amply clear that the adjusted turnover computed by them is correct and

the same cannot be increased arbitrarily without appreciating the fact the

same is on account of restrictions on GSTN portal. The impugned order is

conspicuously silent on the submission made by them and has simply
mentioned that claimant has taken adjusted turnover of Rs.9,36,32,417/
instead of Rs.9,36,35,116/- as per GSTR 3Bfor the month August 2021 to
October 2021, which is not tenable and acceptable as the same is not in

accordance with the Board Circular.
- That the Board's Circular and their right interpretations are binding on the

Department and raising of demand/ rejection of refund referring partially to
a trivial line of Circulars with a view to just reject the refund is not just and
proper and is against the true spirit of the Circular and the implementation
of Circulars needs to be proper perspective for which it stands. They

referred to decision ofHon'ble Supreme Court in the case of State ofKerala
Vs Kurian Abraham Pvt.Ltd. and other related case laws.

- The SCN is vague as the SCN has not referred to any provisions of COST
Act, IGSTAct while proposing to reject the refund claim rendering the SCN

as vague; that the SCN has been issued without providing t

why FOB value should be considered as zero rated va~ .· >
proposed to disallow quoting para 47 of CBIC Circular Ng.2

1eGST dated 18.11.2019. The appellant relied on case l%
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Capital Markets Ltd Vs CCEX & ST (LTU) Mumbai (2016 (41) STR 76

(Tri.Mumbai) ; Indian Oil Corporation Ltd Vs CCE Chennai (2016 (343) ELT

405( Tri.Chennai) which was affirmed by Hon'ble Madras High Court
(2017 (354) ELT 585 (Mad) and contended that SCN issued has not
referred to the provision under which claimant is required to claim refund

on FOB value and not on transaction value ; the SCN has also not provided
the reasons for not computing adjusted total tumover as per CBIC Circular

No. 147/03/2021-GSTdated 12.03.2021 but simply referred to para 47 of
CBIC Circular No.18.11.2019 for computation of refund.

- The impugned order was passed without considering the facts and without
giving any justification is therefore a non speaking order and liable to be
set aside ; that the impugned order has not even referred to any of the

provisions of CGST Act or Rules and ignored CBIC Circular clarifying the

very same issue which has been raised in the SCN. The appellant relied on
various case laws.

- The impugned order was passed without conducting proper personal
hearing; that they should have been given proper opportunity to present

their case without personal hearing before adjudication of the matter; that
the conduct of personal hearing is one of the basic pillar of principle of
natural justice and any adjudicating process done without fallowing the
process of natural justice renders the whole process as void ab inito. The
appellant relied on various case laws.

In view of above submissions the appellant pray to set aside the impugned

order to the extent upholding the disallowance of refund claim and requested
to hold that refund of tax should be computed on the basis of transaction
value mentioned in the invoices and not on the basis of FOB value ; refund
should be computed on the basis of statutory formula prescribed under Rule
89 ; even in case refund is computed on the basis of FOB value, the value of

export/zero rated supply of goods to be included while calculating adjusted
total turnover will be same as being determined as per amended definition of
turnover of zero rated supply of goods ; adjusted turnover should not
include the amount pending for adjustment on account of restriction on
GSTN portal ; refund claimed by them is correct and should be approved ;
Board' circulars are binding on the Department and the refund claim should
be processed on the basis of all Board Circulars and the same cannot be
followed partially.

4. Personal hearing was held on dated 26.08.20 al
Krishna Laddha, authorized representative appeared on b
on virtual mode. He stated that he has nothing more to ad

5
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submission till date in the.appeal. However, the appellant made additional
submissions wherein they reiterated the submissions made in grounds of
appeal.

5. I have carefully gone through the facts of the case, grounds of
appeal, submissions made by the appellant and documents available on

record. I find that in this case appeal was filed against impugned order

wherein the. refund amounting to RS.5,37,009/- was held inadmissible and
rejected by the adjudicating authority. I further notice that the adjudicating
authority referring to para 47 of the Circular No. 125/44/2019-GST dated

18.11.2019 has taken the turnover of zero rated supply of goods at

Rs.8,51,10, 727/-; adjusted total turnover at Rs. 9,36,35,116/- and Net ITC

at Rs.61,05,635/- and thus arrived the admissible refund amount at

Rs.55,49,788/-. For better appreciation of facts I reproduce Para 47 of
Circular No.18.11.2019 as under :
47. It has also been brought to the notice of the Board that in certain cases,

where the refund of unutilized input tax credit on account of export of goods is

claimed and the value declared in the tax invoice is different from the export

value declared in the corresponding shipping bill under the Customs Act, refund
claims are not being processed. The matter has been examined and it is clarified
that the zero-rated supply of goods is effected under the provisions of the GST

laws. An exporter, at the time of supply of goods declares that the goods are

meant for export and the same is done under an invoice issued under rule 46 of

the CGST Rules. The value recorded in the GST invoice should normally be the
transaction value as determined under section 15 of the CGSTAct read with the
rules made thereunder. The same transaction value should normally be recorded
in the corresponding shipping bill / bill of export. During the processing of the
refund claim, the value of the goods declared in the GST invoice and the value in
the corresponding shipping bill I bill of export should be examined and the lower
of the two values should be taken into account while calculating the eligible
amount of refund.

6. The aforesaid Circular clearly clarify that in case of claim made
for refund of unutilized ITC on account of export of goods where there is

difference in value declared in tax invoice i.e. transaction value under
Section 15 of CGST Act, 2017 and export value declared in corresponding

shipping bill, the lower of the two value should be taken into a
calculating the eligible amount of refund. In the subject cas
invoice value (transaction value) of goods cleared for exp
relevant months were Rs. 9,35,30,462/- whereas FOB value a
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Bill was Rs.8,51,10,727/-. Accordingly, as per aforesaid Circular the FOB'

value of goods which is lower among the two values need to be taken into
,

account for determining admissible refund amount, Therefore, I find that the

adjudicating authority has correctly taken FOB value of goods as turnover of
zero rated supply of goods for determining the admissible refund amount
which is in accordance with the above Circular. Consequently, submission

made by the appellant that they had rightly considered the transaction value

as per Section 15 of CGST Act, 2017 for computing refund is devoid of any
merit and not sustainable.

7. However, I find that the appellant referring to para 4 of CBIC
Circular NO.147/03/2021-GST dated 12-3-2021 contended that value of zero

rated supply to be. considered in numerator and denominator in the formula

prescribed under Rule 89 (4) of CGST Rues, should be the same and there

cannot be different criteria for computing numerator and denominator i.e.
for the value of turnover of zero rated supply of goods in the formula. I find
force in the appellant's contention. In this regard I refer to para 4 of above
Circular providing clarification as under :
4. The manner of calculation of Adjusted Total Turnover under sub-rule (4) of
Rule 89 of CGSTRules, 2017. .

4.1 Doubts have been raised as to whether the restriction on turnover of zero
rated supply of goods to 1.5 times the value of like goods domestically supplied
by the same or, similarly placed, supplier, as declared by the supplier, imposed
by amendment in definition of the "Turnover of zero-rated supply of goods" vide
Notification No. 16/2020-Central Tax dated 23.03.2020, would also apply for
computation of "Adjusted Total Turnover" in the formula given under Rule 89 (4)
of CGSTRules, 2017for calculation of admissible refund amount.

4.2 Sub-rule (4) of Rule 89 prescribes the formula for computing the refund of
unutilised ITC payable on account of zero-rated supplies made without payment
of tax. The formulaprescribed under Rule 89 (4) is reproduced below, as under:

"Refund Amount = (Turnover of zero-rated supply of goods + Turnover of zero
rated supply of services) x Net ITC +Adjusted Total Turnover"

4.3 Adjusted Total Turover has been defined in clause (E) of sub-rule (4) ofRule
89 as under:

"Adjusted Total Turnover" means the sum total of the value of- (a) the turnover in
a State or a Union territory, as defined under clause (112) of section 2, excluding
the turnover of services; and (b) the turnover of zero-rated supply of services
determined in terms of clause (DJ above and non-zero-rated supply of services,
excluding- (i) the value of exempt supplies other than zero-rated supplies; and (ii)
the turnover of supplies in respect of which refund is claimed under sub-rule (4A)
or sub-rule (4B) or both, if any, during the relevant period.'

7

4.4 "Turnover in state or turnover in Union territory" as referred to in the
definition of "Adjusted Total Tu.mover" in Rule 89~defined under
sub-section (112) of Section 2 of CGST Act 201i%%4:", er in State or
turnover in Union territory" means the aggregat valuer@ a , able supplies
[excluding the value of inward supplies on «na& je ¢
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reverse charge basis) and"exempt supplies mde within a State or Union territory
by a taxable person, exports of goods or services or both and inter State supplies
of goods or services or both made from the State or Union territory by the said
taxable person but excludes central tax, State tax, Union territory tax, integrated
tax and cess"

4.5 From the examination of the above provisions, it is noticed that "Adjusted
Total Turnover" includes "Turnover in a State or Union Territory, as de.fined in
Section 2(112) of CGSTAct. As per Section 2(112), "Turnover in a State or Union
Territory" includes turnover/ value of export/ zero-rated supplies of goods. The
definition of "Turnover of zero-rated supply of goods" has been amended vide
Notification No. 16/2020-Central Tax dated 23.03.2020, as detailed above. In
view of the above, it can be stated that the same value of zero-rated/ export
supply of goods, as calculated as per amended definition of "Turnover of zero
rated supply of goods", need to be taken into consideration while calculating
"turnover in a state or a union territory", and accordingly, in "adjusted total
turnover"for the purpose of sub-rule (4) of Rule 89. Thus, the restriction of 150%
of the value of like goods domestically supplied, as applied in "turnover of zero
rated supply of goods", would also apply to the value of "Adjusted Total
Turnover" in Rule 89 (4) of the CGSTRules, 2017.

4.6 Accordingly, it is clarified that for the purpose of Rule 89(4), the value of
export/ zero rated supply of goods to be included while calculating "adjusted
total turnover" will be same as being determined as per the amended definition
of "Turnover of zero-rated supply of goods" in the said sub-rule.

8. I find that as per definition of adjusted total turnover, defined in

clause (E) of sub-rule (4) of Rule 89, the adjusted total turnover includes
value of all outward supplies of goods and services made during the relevant
period including zero rated (export) supply of goods but exclude value of

inward supplies which are liable to reverse charge. Thus, in the formula

prescribed under Rule 89 (4) of CGST Rules the value of zero rated turnover

of goods comes at numerator as well as in total adjusted turnover at
denominator. As per clarification issued vide Circular No.147/03/2021, the
value taken for turnover of zero rated supply of goods taken at numerator as
per clause (C) of Rule 89 (4) need to be taken as value of zero rated supply
of goods in adjusted total turnover in the formula. In other words, turnover
value of zero rated supply of goods at numerator and turnover value of zero
rated supply in total adjusted total turnover at denominator will be same.

9. In the subject case, the appellant has filed refund claim taking
into account turnover of zero rated supply at Rs.9,35,30,462/- being invoice
value(transaction value) of export goods ; adjusted turnover at Rs.

9,36,32,417- and Net ITC at Rs.61,05,635/-. On scrutiny of GSTR3B return

or the month ot August 2021 to October 2021 1 mnd that th ,al!957
made outward supplies (other than zero rated) of Rs.1,0A6,Mr oteed
outward supply valued at Rs.9,35,30,462/- and inward s ite la [ej to

---- ss
reverse charge) of Rs.44,32,831/-. However the adjudicattn" +it"as
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considered turnover value of zero rated supply at Rs.8,51,10,727/- being
FOB value of export goods but considered adjusted total turnover as per

value shown in GSTR3B returns i.e. Rs.9,36,35,116/- (Rs.9,35,30,462/- +
Rs.1,04,654/-). Apparently, the adjudicating authority has considered FOB
value of export goods for arriving turnover of zero rated supply of goods but

considered the invoice value of zero rated- supply of goods for arriving total
adjusted turnover. This has resulted in adopting two different values as

turnover of zero rated supply of goods which I find· is not in consonance with

the clarification issued vide above Circular. Therefore, as per above Circular

in this case the FOB value of export goods taken for turnover of zero rated
supply of goods need to be taken for turnover of zero rated supply of goods
for arriving total adjusted turnover in the formula and not the value shown

in GSTR3B returns.

10. Accordingly, in this case the turnover value of zero rated supply
• , 4

of goods taken as FOB value of export goods need to be taken in adjusted

total turnover also for determining theadmissible refund. Accordingly, in this

°case the admissible refund as per formula comes as under :

Rs.8,51,10,727/- (Turnover value of zero rated supply of goods as per FOB
value of export goods) x Rs.61,05,635 /- (Net· ITC) I Rs.8,52,15,381/
(85110727 + 104654) = Rs.60,98,136/- (Admissible as per balance in
electronic credit ledger Rs.60,86,797/-).

11. Regarding plea raised for non grant of personal hearing I find
that the adjudicating authority has passed the impugned order without being
heard the appellant. However, from the ·impugned order . I find that
adjudicating authority has passed the impugned order referring to reply
dated 14.02.2022 filed by the appellant only. As per proviso to Rule 92 (3)

of CGST Rules, 2017 no refund claim can be rejected without providing
opportunity of personal hearing. In the subject case no personal hearing was
conducted and hence the impugned order passed by the adjudicating
authority is in violation of Rule 92 (3) of CGST Rules, 2017.

12. In view of facts of the case, submission made by the appellant
and discussion made herein above, I hold that the adjudicating authority has

correctly taken the turnover of zero rated supply goods based on FOB value
of goods which is the lower value in accordance with
125/44/2019-GST dated 18.11.2019. However, I hold that th s

9
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authority has wrongly ta'ken the invoice vale (transaction value) of turnover
of zero rated supply. of goods in total adjusted turnover of goods instead of

considering the FOB value. Accordingly I hold that the adjudicating authority

has wrongly arrived the admissible'refund at Rs.55,49,788/- and thereby

rejected the refund claim amounting to RS.5,37,009/-. Further claim amount
was rejected without granting opportunity-of personal hearing. Therefore, I

hold that the impugned order passed by the adjudicating authority rejecting
refund of Rs.5,37,009/- Is not legal and proper and deserve to be set aside.
Accordingly, I set aside the impugned order to the extent of rejection of

refund claim of Rs.5,37,009/- and allow the appeal filed by the appellant to
that extent only.

sft4af arrsf Rtu&ft# fqzrt sqahfan srar?
The appeal filed by the appellant stands disposed fin bove terms.

."Additional Commissioner (Appeals)
Date:6 .01.2023

13
as)
dent (Appeals)

Central Tax, Ahmedabad

By R.P.A.D.

M/s. U Square Lifescience Private Limited,
A 1101-03, Solitaire Corporate Park,
Beside Divya Bhaskar Press, S. G. Highway,
Sarkhej, Ahmedabad 380 051

Copy to:
1. The Principal Chief Commissioner of Central Tax, Ahmedabad Zone.
2. The Commissioner, CGST & C. Ex., Appeals, Ahmedabad.
3. The Commissioner, CGST & C. Ex., Ahmedabad-South.
4. The Deputy/Assistant Commissioner, CGST & C. Ex, Division-VIII (Vejalpur),

Ahmedabad South.
5. The Superintendent (Systems), CGST & C. Ex., Appeals, Ahmedabad.L6.Guard File.
7. P.A. File
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